For over 30 years, customers have trusted APC™ by Schneider Electric™

Validation
APC by Schneider Electric is the only UPS manufacturer validated by Dell EMC as an end-to-end physical infrastructure solution.

Integrations
APC software validations and integrations include Cisco UCS software, Cisco shipment certification, VMware vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V, VCE Vision Ready, and Nutanix Ready.

Trust
96% of Fortune 500 companies use APC by Schneider Electric, with confidence in our install base of over 20 million and R&D investment of over $1B.

Innovation
APC by Schneider Electric revolutionized UPS management in 1989 to the 1st scalable, modular redundant UPS in 1997 to today’s industry-leading power density UPS.

End-To-End Software Management
Schneider Electric was named an undisputed leader in the 2017 Gartner Magic Quadrant for DCIM; seamless RVM integration with Kaseya, Solarwinds, Connectwise, and many more.

Most Readily Available Product
APC by Schneider Electric ships products to over 160 countries and has over 250 service locations worldwide.

Partnerships Are Key To Our Success:

- Cisco
- Dell EMC
- Hewlett Packard Enterprise
- VMware
- Nutanix
- VxBlock
- NetApp
- Lenovo
- Scale Computing
- Fujitsu